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What is Qwizdom’s Classroom Response
System ?
The Qwizdom Classroom Response System is an interactive
solution designed to engage all the students within a classroom.
More than just a voting system, Qwizdom provides the teacher
with a dynamic teaching tool that makes assessment for learning
achievable. Seemless integration with Microsoft PowerPoint® and
Keynote® makes presenting and preparing lessons simple.

Easy to set up

Qwizdom’s Classroom Response System is the only system
designed to provide the teacher and students with discreet
feedback, helping to ensure that students understand the concept
that is being taught. The system provides the instructor with the
necessary tools to chart progress whilst matching learning
objectives.

Unique for the teacher and student
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LCD screen for instant data recall
Keypad enables wireless navigation of lessons
Easy to use navigation system
Discreetly identify students requesting help
Pose random questions

Easy to use

A simple concept...
Each learner is given a small, ergonomic Radio Frequency remote
to communicate with the teacher throughout the lesson. The
teacher then poses questions either verbally or on screen, with the
class responding via remotes.
Responses are instantly sent to the teacher’s computer and
recorded immediately allowing him / her to easily manage and
control the format and speed of their lesson.

Enjoyable

With instant feedback, teachers can immediately monitor the level
of participation and view class responses. This proves invaluable,
eradicating the task of manually marking, as all class feedback is
available in spreadsheet format at the simple touch of a button.

The Qwizdom Range

Lightweight, affordable and
simple to use with a
revolutionary new screen
display. The Q2 makes an ideal
solution for Primary Schools or
large groups.

With an alphanumeric keypad
and large LCD display screen,
the Q4 is capable of answering
a wide range of question types.

Rechargeable with the
additional capability of text
input makes the Q5 the most
complete solution for your
classroom

Qwizdom Q2

Qwizdom Q4

Qwizdom Q5

What

Coming
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can do for you
Qwizdom Actionpoint is an easy to use toolbar that fits snugly
within Microsoft® PowerPoint® and can be used with Keynote®,
allowing the user to instantly create an interactive slide presentation, view response graphs, play media files and control the entire
presentation with the Qwizdom teacher remote.

Inspired by teachers, Synaptiqs is the dynamic new assessment and curriculum material by Qwizdom.
Designed to address the requirements of classroom and personalised learning, Synaptiqs can be
used independently or in conjunction with Qwizdom’s Classroom Response System. Synaptiqs is
licensable, media rich content which can be web delivered to selected students or presented on any
interactive whiteboard.

No longer are Keynote® and PowerPoint® restricted to a static, one
way display of information. Learners can interact with the lesson, give
feedback, provide opinions, and truly be part of the experience.

“Qwizdom Actionpoint gives instructors and presenters the ability to combine their favourite
Keynote® and PowerPoint® presentations with the interactivity and instant feedback of
Bangor Academy
Qwizdom’s Classroom Response System.” Anne Moore

» Actionpoint now includes:
* Interactive Learning Games- play one of Actionpoint’s learning games directly inside any
PowerPoint presentation:-

Discover the power of building customised assessments at the touch of a button. Synaptiqs is a
database of teacher written questions, addressing core learning objectives across the curriculum.
Synaptiqs assessments can be built to be presented with Qwizdom handsets, uploaded for web
access or printed as paper based tests. Questions dynamically change each time they are presented,
thus helping to ensure student understanding of the learning objective.

* Dynamic display graphs- new dynamic Adobe Flash based graphs and display options:Synaptiqs records each student response which can be viewed instantly
by the teacher when presented with Qwizdom’s Classroom Response
System. Additionally, Synaptiqs Online records students responses and
offers learning cues for struggling students to ensure understanding
when students are working at their own pace.
Synaptiqs keeps parents informed. Through online access, parents can
view detailed progress reports for activities completed in the classroom
or when working online.

* Demographic tracking- analyse each response by group or
demographic in real time.

What Qwizdom can do for you

Case Study

» Engage & Motivate

Shane Carey is the Director of ICT and Head of Faculty
for ICT & Maths at Woodside Green High School.

Erase the difficulties of keeping your learners interested. Qwizdom remotes
encourage total class participation ensuring motivation throughout your lesson.

» Modify & Control Content
Varying your question type will help keep your learners stimulated as Qwizdom can offer you multiple
question formats such as; yes/no, multiple choice, sequence, ratings scale etc, using either Qwizdom
Interact or Qwizdom Actionpoint.

» Involve Reluctant Participants
Qwizdom remotes provide a lively and enjoyable atmosphere capturing the attention of even the most
reluctant learners or those who lack confidence.

» Track Performance
View class feedback and monitor knowledge and understanding throughout your lesson.
Display the responses to your learners using various graph formats.

» Obtaining Honest Feedback
Your learners are more likely to provide more truthful answers as they are able to retain their anonymity.
The teacher also has the option of using the system with a named class which will link responses to
individuals.

» Save Time
Qwizdom eradicates valuable time normally spent on making, interpreting and manually collating
responses to questions.

» Measure Success
Qwizdom’s extensive reporting facility will allow you to seamlessly export your class feedback for post
lesson analysis and evaluation.

»

Shane Comments:

“For our students to get the most out of their lessons,
they must enjoy the learning process. Using technology
like Qwizdom’s Classroom Response System, staff are able to
really engage and connect with our young people.”
Teachers at Woodside use Qwizdom’s Classroom
Response System as a fun way to assess the students’
knowledge at the end of a lesson through tests, quizzes
and games. Shane comments: “The voting system is a
great tool for getting the whole class involved. Even my
quieter pupils are able to join in and we’ve had many an
entertaining class discussion after the quiz results have been
flashed up on the whiteboard.”
The school has also found Qwizdom a great help in quickly identifying students that require
more help on a certain topic. When students are taking part in a test or quiz, teachers at Woodside
can see instantaneously which questions they are getting right or wrong. Shane comments:
“This way, we can see which topics the class haven’t understood in that same lesson, giving us the
chance to go over the material while it’s fresh in their minds.” Teachers can also see from individual
results, which students need extra help so they can discreetly approach them at the end of a lesson.

The Technical Bit
Alphanumeric remotes support many question types including; numeric, sequencing, true/false,
yes/no, multiple choice, multiple mark, voting, text input and rating scale.
Advanced 2 way radio frequency.
Guaranteed transmission of data with visible acknowledgement of right/wrong feedback.
Remote range up to 150 metres.
Qwizdoms Actionpoint toolbar is an embedded feature with Keynote® and Microsoft®
PowerPoint® 2003 and above.
System includes;
Participant Remotes,
Teacher Remote,
USB Receiver & Cable,
Qwizdom’s Actionpoint Software,
Charger (batteries where
applicable)
Carry Case.

Ca l l u s t o d a y o n

0800 849 4047
for a low-cost quote on how Qwizdom
can bring your classroom to life.

You can use your ELearning Credits to
purchase Qwizdom products

8 Carrowreagh Business Park,
Carrowreagh Road
Belfast, N. Ireland BT16 1QQ
Fax: 0870 7515063
Freephone (UK Only) 0800 849 4047
Phone: +44 (0)28 90 485015

to find out more about what we do, visit our website

www.qwizdom.co.uk

